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"Totally enjoyed motoring up the hills in the All New Swift â€” it's the best new car launch of thus far" Rajat Singh "feels
that the dynamic design of the All New Swift makes a bold style statement".

Sorry, no matching variants found. Select upto 4 Swift variants to compare. The Swift was the game changer
in our thriving car market back then. It looked quirky and showed us that a hatchback can be practical and fun
at the same time. Read full review Introduction Back in May , Maruti Suzuki launched the Swift hatchback in
India, and the rest, as they say, is history. Now the Swift is in its third generation and still is the segment
leader selling twice the number of units each month compared to its direct rivals in the B-segment. A practical
car is the one which is most convenient to travel and live with. And there are very few other cars which can
beat Swift in this parameter. The Swift always had the right ergonomics. It was designed with a typical Indian
usage in mind. And now in its third act, Maruti has also ironed out all the issues of the previous two
generations. So the cabin space has improved by leaps and bounds, especially in the rear legroom. There are
many usable stowage spaces for each of the occupants. The bottle holders in the front door pockets can hold a
one litre-bottle each besides some added space for the little knicks and knacks as well. The centre console has
two cup holders and a cubby hole behind it for a wallet or phone. For the rear passengers, there is another
bottle holder between the front seats and two cup-holders in the foldable armrest. But the rear door pocket
cannot fit in the same litre-bottle. The Swift gets a litre boot space, up by litre of the previous generation. And
with the How is it for a weekend with the gang? As mentioned earlier, the cabin space of the new Swift is
increased tremendously over the previous generation, owing to the new Heartect platform. I personally loved
the sculpted front seats with huggable side bolsters and extra-large headrest. The seats are perfectly soft and
comfortable even on long hauls. As for the rear, the passengers have sufficient leg room even with a tall
person sitting in the front. But fitting three adults on the rear bench is a bit of a squeeze, as you can see in the
pictures. The boot space is just enough for the four passengers on a weekend trip. But if you are planning for
anything more than that, then you might have to be a little stingy with the packing. The interior looks premium
and is comfortable as well. Combine it with quality fit and finish, and you get a cabin which feels like a nice
place to be in. What is it like to commute with? The Swift feels like it was designed to be a daily commuter in
the first place. Its dimensions are perfect for zipping around effortlessly in the traffic. The balanced steering
also helps in the city commute. The AMT lag takes some time to get used to, though. It shifts at around rpm to
a moderate throttle and if you input it correctly, the lag can be minimised. However, like all AMTs, if you
floor the pedal, the transmission feels slightly sluggish, but that rarely happens in everyday driving. The tried
and tested 1. Is it fun to drive? The perfectly weighted steering has a good control and the suspension holds its
composure right even in the corners. There is an evident body roll, but not to an extent of making the car
unnerving to handle. The 75bhp of power on tap has enough grunts all-through the rev range and the car picks
up the pace in no time. So the Swift diesel AMT fits the bill as an ideal car for everyday commutes. Is it good
with features? We got the ZDi trim to drive around and it is the perfect package for its price. But the latter
cannot be had with an AMT transmission. Nonetheless, we were happy with the feature list in the ZDi. All
these features are more than sufficient for a hatchback at this price point. Conclusion The Swift passes our
rigorous five labour test with flying colours. The Swift is a family car, a multi-tasker that can be your daily
driver, your weekend companion and at times it can double up as your fun car as well. The addition of AMT
has made it even more convenient for a day-to-day usage.
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The leaked brochure reveals that the new Suzuki Swift Sport will be available in a total of six configurations. ( Suzuki
Swift Sport gets slightly aggressive styling over the standard model).

The move to one brand is heralded by a modified Swift logo, with a larger bird image, within a circle in line
with many premium automotive styles. Sprite is restyled and a new layout is introduced. Conqueror is wider
and lighter than models figures have not yet been announced and has a more streamlined body style. Rear
view cameras are introduced and sunroofs have been increased in width. The rear body panel is new, too, and
has new-design lights including a new high-level marker and brake light. Graphics are in a teal shade. Seating
fabrics are in two tones; the base units are dark grey-brown and the backrests are lighter and with a hint of the
blue shade which also appears in the curtains and cushions. Matt white doors ensure a light, airy look and
new-design front corner lockers increase storage space. The nearside window has a simple blind and flyscreen;
the rear window has a large upholstered frame matching the geometric pattern of the lounge curtains. A sliding
door divides the bedroom from the washroom, with the shower on the nearside, the rectangular washbasin in
the centre and, on the offside, the toilet with the wardrobe beside it. The shower has a grey riser-bar base with
LED lights crowning the circular ceiling section. A dresser is alongside the door. The kitchen surface has a
hinged extension. The microwave is set into a curved unit which culminates in a shelf below the microwave.
Sunroofs continue to be an option. There are now 10 Sprite models starting with the two-berth Alpine 2. There
are three single-axle four-berths: The single-axle six-berth Sprites are the Major 6, with rear bunks and a side
dining area and the Major 6 TD with bunks plus a rear dining area. The twin-axle Sprites are the new
four-berth Quattro EB plus the two six-berths, the Quattro EW with an L-shaped lounge, side dining area and
rear double bed, and the Quattro DD, with parallel front and rear lounge seating and the shower room opposite
the kitchen in the centre. Matt white lockers distinguish this range, with leaf-pattern curtains and fawn seating
fabrics. There are five layouts: There are five single-axle four-berths. These are the side dining are , the mid
transverse washroom, rear island bed, the twin beds , the transverse double bed, rear washroom and the , a
six-berth with bunks and a rear family dining area. The twin-axle models are the , with central washroom and
rear transverse island bed, and the with an end washroom and transverse island bed. The suede-effect seating
in a mink shade has a paler shade running along the backrest cushions with a subtle herringbone design in the
weave. Aubergine shade is used for the geometric patterned curtains and two of the cushions. Two more
cushions in a light-reflective almost silvery shade. SwiftShield fabric is an option; this has been treated to
resist stains and is designed to be cleaned using just water on a cloth. Fixed beds have a new Duvalay mattress
designed for greater durability and headboards are now illuminated. There are changes in shower rooms:
Illuminated shower consoles are introduced, along with more durable shower trays and small roof lights.
Twin-axle models have a litre internal water tank. There are seven layouts. The single-axle models are the
two-berth , the rear island bed, mid-washroom , the twin-bed and the transverse island bed The twin-axle
models are the six-berth , with double bed, side dining area and L-shaped lounge; the with transverse island
bed and the with a rear island bed and central washroom. Elegance The range with the highest spec has six
models, starting with the two-berth, end washroom Elegance The single-axle four-berth layouts are the side
dining area , the twin beds and the transverse bed. The twin-axle models are the transverse bed, end washroom
and the central washroom ands rear island bed.
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ZigWheels - View Suzuki Swift latest brochures online in Thailand. Download Suzuki Swift brochures PDF free or read
online for free. Get latest brochures of Suzuki Swift

Earlier, this platform has been seen on the Maruti Baleno. This new platform uses high strength steel, making
it stronger and even more lighter. As the Maruti DZire is wider, it results n better handling. Front The Maruti
Dzire now looks very stylish from the front. It is a pleasing design and does not seem like its trying too hard to
look good. The new Dzire looks balanced and contemporary as well. The fascia receives a new imposing grille
that has a chrome surround, which looks like a lip. Side and Rear The side profile looks perfectly balanced.
The new inch alloy wheels add to the look of this car. The rear has similar look to the old Dzire but the styling
is much better. The tail lamps are now LED ones and look classier. There is an improvement in the paint
quality this time. The New Maruti Dzire is indeed an excellent job my Maruti. The car now has many more
features on offer and also has more space inside. The interior colour theme is two tone, with a black and beige
combination. The quality of materials are also different now. The cabin feels more airy that the earlier model.
Quality This is an area which has seen good improvement. There are matte wood finish inserts that not only
look good but stand out too. The steering wheel feels very sporty with the flat bottom and is a joy to hold on
to. We would have preferred a more solid feel though, as some areas still feel flimsy. However, overall, the car
feels good in terms of quality. Space Coming to space, the New Maruti Dzire breaks new ground. Especially at
the rear, the car is much more improved in terms of space. The rear can easily accomodate three adults. There
is also more legroom available now, which was the greatest negative point of the Dzire earlier. For instance, it
now gets air conditioner with heater, 12V socket, power steering, 12V charging socket and even pollen filter
even on the base model. Stowage In terms of storage, there are bottle holders on all the four doors. There is
even rear arm rest, driver side ticket holder and glovebox with compartments. The steering has controls for
audio and bluetooth telephony. There a for speakers and the sound quality is decent. The Z variant gets six
speakers. It also has Navigation built-in and voice commands too. Features Z variant offers leather-wrapped
steering wheel and wooden touches too. Dual-tone interiors are standard and then there is also the driver
information system, outside temperature display from Z variant. LED tail lamps are also standard across all
variants. Boot Space The boot is much larger than before. The utility value of this car has gone up several
notches, due to this.. In the previous car, boot space was too little. The other features on offer include the front
seat belt with pre-tensioners, immobilizer, force limiter, seat belt warning lamps. Key left warning and door
open warning are a part of this list. There is reverse camera with guide that is an extra over the Z variant.
Chapter 4 : Suzuki Swift Sport brochure scans & price leak out
The Suzuki Swift is all set to make a debut at the Frankfurt Auto Show. However, the official brochure of the upcoming
Japanese hot hatch has been leaked online revealing all the necessary.

Chapter 5 : New Suzuki Swift | Take It To The Next Level | Suzuki Cars UK
The new Maruti Swift leaves a positive impression with its sharp handling and powerful braking system. It offers superb
grip and stability till kmph.

Chapter 6 : Request a Brochure | New Car Brochure | Suzuki Cars UK
While the brochure does not disclose the identity of the engine, we already know the new Swift Sport will ditch the old
liter naturally aspirated unit in favor of a turbocharged liter mill.

Chapter 7 : Maruti Suzuki Swift Price (Diwali Offers!), Images, Mileage, Specs, Colours @ ZigWheels
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The petrol engine variant of the Maruti Suzuki Swift comes out to be a refined and well-tuned version in terms of
delivering high-performance values for the overall riding experience.

Chapter 8 : Suzuki Swift Car Brochures Free PDF Download | ZigWheels Thailand
New Maruti Swift was launched in India at Auto Expo in February The brand recently hiked the price of the car by up to
INR Every variant can be bought in two engine options with diesel being approximately INR 1 lakh expensive than their
petrol counterparts.

Chapter 9 : Brochures :: Swift Group
New Maruti Swift price in India starts at Rs Lakh. Swift comes with petrol, diesel and automatic variants. Read Swift Car
Review from Experts, view â›½ Mileage, Images (Interiors.
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